
FILENAME DESCRIPTION
QP04 0335 Water drop 5.0.wav Water drop falls onto water in silence. Use for featured accent.
QP04 0336 Cave drippy 5.0.wav Drips in cave.
QP04 0337 Snow melting 5.0.wav Melting snow produces smooth, slow gurgle without drips.
QP04 0338 Trickle thin 5.0.wav Thin single trickle of water among rocks in alpine.
QP04 0339 Trickle songful 5.0.wav Trickle of water with faint birdsong throughout.
QP04 0340 Trickle rapid 5.0.wav Rapid trickle of water close perspective in alpine among rocks.
QP04 0341 Streamlet 5.0.wav Multiple trickles.
QP04 0342 Streamlet dribbling 5.0.wav Multiple trickles onto shallow puddle among rocks with distinct dribbling which changes over time.
QP04 0343 Streamlets bright 5.0.wav Multiple trickles flow rapidly to produce young stream with bright notes.
QP04 0344 Streamlets cavity 5.0.wav Several trickles of distinctly different sonic quality flow into common pool enclosed by cavity.
QP04 0345 Streamlets gurgling 5.0.wav Young stream with gurgle and chirps both near and far.
QP04 0346 Stream small 5.0.wav Small stream babbles and gurgles with clicking splashes.
QP04 0347 Stream small rolling 5.0.wav Small stream flows with very faint winged insect. 
QP04 0348 Stream small gurgling 5.0.wav Small stream with separate gurgles with changing rhythms.
QP04 0349 Stream small sparkling 5.0.wav Small sparkling clear stream with gurgle at times and faint insect wings throughout.
QP04 0350 Stream small gurgling 5.0.wav Small stream gurgling center stage with another babbling trickle to right. Faint birds throughout.
QP04 0351 Stream small babbling 5.0.wav Small babbling stream.
QP04 0352 Stream details 5.0.wav Stream with diversity of sounds in well defined space. Gurgle right, babbling trickle center, rolling left.
QP04 0353 Stream details gurgling 5.0.wav Stream with sparkling babbling foreground and rolling gurgle background.
QP04 0354 Stream gurgling 5.0.wav Stream with strong gurgle and sparkling babbles that vary over time.
QP04 0355 Stream gurgling cavity 5.0.wav Stream with gurgles dominant in cavity with faint but distinct forest birds in background. 
QP04 0356 Stream 5.0.wav Stream with close gurgles and background babbles with open forest acoustics.
QP04 0357 Stream rolling splashy 5.0.wav Stream rolling with small close splashes.
QP04 0358 Stream sparkling 5.0.wav Stream sparkling with forest acoustics.
QP04 0359 Stream chatty 5.0.wav Stream busy and chatty with clear spatial details.
QP04 0360 Stream bright sparkling 5.0.wav Stream bright and sparkling with good spatial definition and complexity. Rolling, splashy, with light gurgle. Faint birds throughout.
QP04 0361 Stream bright sparkling v2 5.0.wav Stream bright and sparkling with good spatial definition and complexity. Rolling, splashy, gurgling. Softer and gentler than QP04 0361.
QP04 0362 Stream bubbly 5.0.wav Stream bubbly with gurgles rising up and down.
QP04 0363 Stream classic 5.0.wav Stream with details.
QP04 0364 Stream babbling 5.0.wav Stream babbling and gentle.
QP04 0365 Stream rippling surges 5.0.wav Stream with prominent surges between quieter lulls. Surge phenomenon typical of drainage of sand dunes and sounds similar to large fish swimming through shallow water.
QP04 0366 Stream stronger rippling surges 5.0.wav Stream with very pronounced surges between quieter lulls.
QP04 0367 Stream stronger rippling surges v2 5.0.wav Stream with very pronounced surges between quieter lulls.
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QP04 0368 Stream large sparkling 5.0.wav Stream large and sparkling with faint forest birds in background.
QP04 0369 Stream large chatty 5.0.wav Stream large and chatty, rolling and sparkling.
QP04 0370 Stream large babbling spray 5.0.wav Stream large babbling with gurgle to right.
QP04 0371 Stream large gurgling 5.0.wav Stream large and gurgling and rolling with faint light birdsong on right side.
QP04 0372 Stream large classic 5.0.wav Large stream with details. Faint birds throughout.
QP04 0373 Stream large rolling 5.0.wav Large stream rolling with light splashes and gurgles.
QP04 0374 River small 5.0.wav Small river with rolling gurgles, glugs and faint roar of rapids in background.
QP04 0375 River small details 5.0.wav Small river with details.
QP04 0376 River small gurgling 5.0.wav Small river with rolling higher pitched gurgle, babbling, splashy, and faint rapids in background.
QP04 0377 River small rolling 5.0.wav Small river rolling with surges, close and detailed.
QP04 0378 River small splashy 5.0.wav Small river splashy, gentle, forest acoustics.
QP04 0379 River gurgling 5.0.wav River gurgling distinctly with variety of other water sounds.
QP04 0380 River surging 5.0.wav River with surging currents. Water tumbling among boulders produces rumble in background.
QP04 0381 River splashy 5.0.wav River splashy.
QP04 0382 River rolling 5.0.wav River rolling and surging with swift currents. Rapids in distant background.
QP04 0383 River strong 5.0.wav River with strong rippling currents.
QP04 0384 River humming 5.0.wav River humming with splashy activity, rapids in background.
QP04 0385 River rushing 5.0.wav River rush.
QP04 0386 River churning 5.0.wav River churning similar to geyser or bubbling caldron.
QP04 0387 River rapids strong 5.0.wav River rapids strong and bubbling with roar of rapids in background.
QP04 0388 River rapids stronger 5.0.wav River rapids strong and rolling with roar of rapids in background. Similar to QP04 0388.
QP04 0389 River raging 5.0.wav River full and flowing rapidly or raging with blending of many gurgles, rapids in background.
QP04 0390 Waterfall trickle 5.0.wav Trickle of water is smallest of waterfalls.
QP04 0391 Waterfall small 5.0.wav Combination of trickles produces small thin waterfall splashes onto rocks. Sounds similar to rain on concrete. 
QP04 0392 Waterfall tall spray 5.0.wav Waterfall is tall with spray and shallow pool with draining stream gurgle. Wind brief at times because of natural air displacement by falling water.
QP04 0393 Waterfall splashy 5.0.wav Waterfall tall, splashy, draining stream gurgles. Brief wind by air displaced by falling water.
QP04 0394 Waterfall spashier 5.0.wav Waterfall with splashy fine spray, draining stream faintly gurgles.
QP04 0395 Waterfall classic 5.0.wav Waterfall with many layers of distinct sounds that are recognized over time.
QP04 0396 Waterfall rock ledges 5.0.wav Waterfall with sheets of water falling onto rock ledges creating distinct slapping.
QP04 0397 Waterfall rock ledges V2 5.0.wav Waterfall with sheets of water falling onto rock ledges creating distinct slapping. Moderate distance. Deeper toned.
QP04 0398 Trickles splashy in rocks 5.0.wav Multiple trickles splash in rocky enclosure.
QP04 0399 Stream gurgling in rocks 5.0.wav Stream gurgles in rocky enclosure. Percolating sound.
QP04 0400 Stream drumming in rocks 5.0.wav Stream flows among rock enclosure with detailed gurgling, percolating, drumming, babbling.
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QP04 0401 Stream rolling in rocks 5.0.wav Stream flows in rock enclosure producing rolling percolating sounds.
QP04 0402 River small in rocks 5.0.wav River flows among rock enclosure to produce distinct percolating babbling sound.
QP04 0403 River small in rocks v2 5.0.wav River flows among rocks to produce drumming, humming, multilayered rhythms.
QP04 0404 River gurgling in rocks 5.0.wav River flows among rocks to produce muffled gurgling sound.
QP04 0405 River gurgling in rocks v2 5.0.wav River flows among rocks to produce muffled gurgling sound, less enclosed than QP04 0405. Changing atmospheric turbulence causes some clarity shifts.
QP04 0406 River gurgling babbling in rocks 5.0.wav River flows among rocks to produce multilayered gurgling and percolation.
QP04 0407 River rumbling in rocks waterfall 5.0.wav River rumbling in rocks with waterfall in background. Droning sound.
QP04 0408 River drumming in rocks waterfall 5.0.wav River runs around granite boulders with large cavities to produce deep low frequency droning.
QP04 0409 River soft gurgling in rocks waterfall 5.0.wav River runs around granite boulders with large cavities to produce low frequency droning and roar.
QP04 0410 River soft gurgling in rocks waterfall v2 5.0.wav River sounds reflected off granite wall produce softer gurgling through forested area.
QP04 0411 Stream babbling moderately distant 5.0.wav Stream babbling, moderately distant, faint birdsong throughout.
QP04 0412 Stream rolling moderately distant 5.0.wav Stream rolling, moderately distant.
QP04 0413 Stream bubbly moderately distant 5.0.wav Stream bubbling and rolling with occasional glug, moderately distant, faint bird at times.
QP04 0414 Stream sparkling distant 5.0.wav Stream sparkling, moderately distant.
QP04 0415 Stream bubbly distant 5.0.wav Stream bubbling, distant, forest acoustics distinct.
QP04 0416 Stream gentle very distant 5.0.wav Stream gentle, very distant, few details.
QP04 0417 River rolling moderately distant 5.0.wav River rolling, moderately distant, rocks and some gentle currents.
QP04 0418 River babbling moderately distant 5.0.wav River babbling, moderately distant, low drone in background produced by boulder spaces.
QP04 0419 River gurgling moderately distant 5.0.wav River gurgling, moderately distant.
QP04 0420 River gurgling distant 5.0.wav River gurgling, distant, forest acoustics evident.
QP04 0421 River babbling distant 5.0.wav River babble and spray distant, faint drone from waterfall.
QP04 0422 River roar distant 5.0.wav Distant river roar, Typical of small rivers and streams as heard from distance in forested areas.
QP04 0423 River very distant quiet 5.0.wav Very distant river roar. Typical of small rivers and streams as heard from distance in forested areas.
QP04 0424 River very distant quiet v2 5.0.wav Very distant river roar. Typical of small rivers and streams as heard from distance in forested areas.
QP04 0425 River very distant quiet v3 5.0.wav Very distant river roar. Typical of small rivers and streams as heard from distance in forested areas.
QP04 0426 Waterfall rapids moderately distant 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids, moderately distant. Wind present from flowing water pushing air aside.
QP04 0427 Waterfall rapids moderately distant V2 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids, moderately distant, turbulent. Wind present from flowing water pushing air aside.
QP04 0428 Waterfall rapids moderately distant V3 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids, moderately distant, turbulent. Wind present from flowing water pushing air aside.
QP04 0429 Waterfall rapids moderately distant V4 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids, moderately distant, turbulent. Wind present from flowing water pushing air aside. Low frequencies of waterfall more evident.
QP04 0430 Waterfall narrow tall moderately distant 5.0.wav Waterfall narrow tall, moderately distant, base drained by large stream.
QP04 0431 Waterfall rapids moderately distant 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids, moderately distant, gurgling stream drains base, forest acoustics evident.
QP04 0432 Waterfall narrow tall distant 5.0.wav Waterfall narrow tall, distant, stream drains base. Faint drone from waterfall.
QP04 0433 Waterfall rapids distant 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids,distant with forest acoustics.
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QP04 0434 Waterfall rock ledges distant 5.0.wav Waterfall with sheets of water slapping onto rock ledges, distant, drained by stream.
QP04 0435 Waterfall rapids roaring distant 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids roar, distant.
QP04 0436 Waterfall rapids gurgling distant 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids gurgle, distant.
QP04 0437 Waterfall rapids distant 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids, distant.
QP04 0438 Waterfall rapids babbling distant 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids babbling, distant.
QP04 0439 Waterfall rapids humming distant 5.0.wav Waterfall and rapids humming, distant, forest acoustics evident.
QP04 0440 Waterfall rapids gurgling very distant 5.0.wav Waterfall rapids gurgling, distant.
QP04 0441 Waterfall rapids very distant 5.0.wav Waterfall rapids gurgling, distant, smooth forested tone.
QP04 0442 River very distant 5.0.wav River roar, distant, smooth mountainous tone.
QP04 0443 River gurgling very distant 5.0.wav River gurgle, very distant, some details still present.
QP04 0444 River gentle very distant 5.0.wav Gentle rush of river as heard over distance produces natural pink noise.
QP04 0445 River gentle very distant v2 5.0.wav Gentle rush of river, distant.

QP04 0446 River profile 5.0.wav The full range of water sounds collected from Merced River in natural sequential order beginning at origin and extending to largest waterfall. Resource for sampling sound events not present 
elsewhere. Panning action and EQ changes are natural.

QP04 0447 River gurgling underwater 5.0.wav Gurgling of river from underwater.
QP04 0448 River gurgling underwater v2 5.0.wav Gurgling of river from underwater, muffled.
QP04 0449 River boulder thuds underwater 5.0.wav Boulders thud underwater on river bottom.
QP04 0450 River submersion underwater 5.0.wav Spacious underwater river sounds with few boulder thuds.
QP04 0451 River submersion boulders underwater 5.0.wav Boulders pushed by currents thud along river bottom.
QP04 0452 River stones moving underwater 5.0.wav Sand, rock and gravel are transported underwater by river currents.
QP04 0453 River stones moving underwater v2 5.0.wav Sand, rock and gravel are transported underwater by river currents.
QP04 0454 River stones moving underwater v3 5.0.wav Sand, rock and gravel are transported underwater by river currents.

QP04 0455 River profile underwater 5.0.wav Underwater profile of river in flood stage with sand, rock, gravel, boulders pushed by river currents with cracking and crunching of tree roots. Resource provided for sampling sounds not found 
elsewhere.
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